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Google Flu Trends can detect regional outbreaks of influenza 7–10 days before conventional Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention surveillance systems. We describe the Google Trends tool, explain how the data are processed, present examples,

and discuss its strengths and limitations. Google Trends shows great promise as a timely, robust, and sensitive surveillance

system. It is best used for surveillance of epidemics and diseases with high prevalences and is currently better suited to track

disease activity in developed countries, because to be most effective, it requires large populations of Web search users. Spikes

in search volume are currently hard to interpret but have the benefit of increasing vigilance. Google should work with public

health care practitioners to develop specialized tools, using Google Flu Trends as a blueprint, to track infectious diseases.

Suitable Web search query proxies for diseases need to be established for specialized tools or syndromic surveillance. This

unique and innovative technology takes us one step closer to true real-time outbreak surveillance.

Millions of people worldwide search online for health-related

information each day [1], which makes Web search queries a

valuable source of information on collective health trends [1–

3]. The internet company Google recently launched an exper-

imental tool for near real-time detection of influenza outbreaks

by monitoring and analyzing health care–seeking behavior in

the form of queries to its online search engine. The tool, Google

Flu Trends, is a sophisticated Web-based tool for detection of

regional outbreaks of influenza in the United States [4]. It is

so promising that the Centers for Disease Control and Pre-

vention (CDC) is testing it in the United States. Preliminary

testing suggests that Google Flu Trends can detect regional out-

breaks of influenza 7–10 days before conventional CDC sur-

veillance [5]. The CDC uses laboratory and clinical data to

publish national and regional weekly statistics, typically with a

1–2 week lag in reporting.

Real-time surveillance would alert public health care prac-

titioners in the early phases of an outbreak, enabling them to
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promptly institute control measures and case finding and to

ensure adequate access to treatment, thereby reducing mor-

bidity and mortality [6, 7]. With international concerns about

emerging infectious diseases, bioterrorism, and pandemics, the

need for a real-time surveillance system is at an all-time high

[8–10]. The data generated would also be useful for public

health care practice, clinical decision making, and research [11].

The main aim of this article is to introduce the more generic

Google Trends (GT) tool to health professionals, to show how

they can track disease activity of interest to them. We describe

GT, how the data are processed, potential uses, and the tool’s

strengths and limitations.

METHODS

Google Flu Trends. Google Flu Trends is available at http://

www.google.com/flutrends/ (Figure 1). There is a close rela-

tionship between the number of people searching for influenza-

related topics and those who have influenza symptoms. Nat-

urally, all the people searching for influenza-related topics are

not ill, but trends emerge when all influenza-related searches

are added together. Google Flu Trends has strong correlations

with retrospective surveillance data from the CDC and accu-

rately estimated influenza levels 1–2 weeks earlier than pub-

lished CDC reports (Figure 2).

Google Flu Trends was developed from the more generic
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Figure 1. Google Flu Trends Web tool interface (available at http://www.google.com/flutrends/).

Figure 2. Correlation between Google Flu Trends and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) surveillance data for the US Mid-Atlantic
Region from 2004 through 2008. Reproduced from Ginsberg et al. [4], with permission from Nature Publishing Group. ILI, influenza-like illness.

GT tool, which is available to all internet users at http://google

.com/trends/. Users enter Web search queries to see the relative

search volume of these queries—for example, queries for “flu”

(Figure 3). See the Appendix (online only) for information on

functionality and comparing trends. GT analyzes a fraction of

the total Google Web searches over a period of time and ex-

trapolates the data to estimate the search volume. This infor-

mation is displayed in a search volume index graph, which is

currently updated daily. Beneath the search volume index graph

is the news reference volume graph. This graph shows the fre-

quency with which the Web search queries appeared in Google

News stories. When a spike is detected in the news reference

volume graph, GT labels the search volume index graph with

a headline of a relevant but randomly selected Google News

story published near the time of the spike. These headlines are

shown to the right of the search volume index graph. The

regions, cities, and languages with the highest search volume

are displayed on the bottom of the page.

Scaling the data. GT data are scaled in 2 ways: relative and

fixed [12]. The difference between them is the time frame used

to normalize the search volume. In relative mode, data are

scaled using the average search volume over the time period

selected. For example, the search volume index graph for “flu”

is normalized using the extrapolated search volume for “flu”

from January 2004 to the present. If the time frame is re-

stricted—for example, restricted to 2008—then the data are

scaled using the average search volume for “flu” in 2008 as the

denominator.

In fixed mode, the data are normalized using the extrapolated

search volume at a fixed time point (January 2004), which is

when GT data start. Because the denominator does not change,

users can look at different time periods and can relate them to
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Figure 3. Google Trends output for Web search queries for the term “flu” worldwide from January 2004 to March 2009.

each other. A Web search query for the terms being investigated

must have been done at the reference time point (January

2004); otherwise, no denominator exists for comparison. To

view data scaled in fixed mode, the data must be downloaded

in a comma-separated values (.csv) file and subsequently im-

ported into a database or spreadsheet program. This feature is

available only to users who are logged into their Google ac-

counts. The news reference volume graph shows the raw num-

ber of Web search queries that appeared in Google News stories.

Data normalization. An increase in the volume of a Web

search query increases its own average over time and thus its

denominator for future comparisons. This reduces the sensi-

tivity in detection of changes in future search volume trends.

GT controls for this by dividing by an unrelated, common Web

search query. For example, the search volume for the term

“fever” may be normalized by dividing it by the search volume

for the unrelated and common term “baseball.” Normalization

also compensates for population sizes, making it possible to

rank cities purely on the basis of search volume trends. If, for

example, the proportion of the population of New York that

searches for “baseball” is the same as that of the population of

Boston, the effect of the larger population of New York is

factored out.

In ranking the top regions, cities, and languages, GT takes

a sample of all Web search queries and determines the areas

or languages from which the most searches for the entered

terms originate. Internet protocol addresses from server logs

are used to establish the origin of Web search queries. Language

information is based on the language version of Google used

for Web searches. The algorithm then calculates the ratio of a

variable’s search volume from each city and the total search

volume from those cities. The city name and bar charts along-

side it represent this ratio. When these are close together, the

ranking between the cities is less meaningful.

RESULTS

Google Flu Trends uses a multitude of Web search queries that

correlate well with physician visits for influenza-like symptoms

to estimate current weekly levels of influenza activity at regional

and state levels [4]. GT users, on the other hand, can enter

only up to 5 Web search queries, which raises questions about

its ability to monitor disease trends effectively. Some examples

are presented below to illustrate the current issues in using GT

for disease surveillance.

West Nile virus. West Nile virus (WNV) is a mosquito-

borne disease that causes seasonal epidemics in the United

States that peaks in the summer and continues into the fall. Its

natural cycle is bird to mosquito to bird and mammal [13, 14].

From 1999 through 2001, the incidence of WNV in the United

States was fairly stable. However, in 2002, WNV swept across

the country. In 2001, there were 66 confirmed cases in 10 states

in the United States, with a total of 10 fatalities [13]. In 2002,

there were 4156 cases in 40 states, with 284 fatalities. The ma-

jority of cases occurred in the summer months, with a peak in

August, when mosquitoes are most active [14] (Figure 4).

Most of the people who are infected with WNV develop no

clinical illness or symptoms. Symptoms develop in 20%–40%

of those infected [15–17], most of whom develop influenza-
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Figure 4. West Nile virus cases by month in the United States from 2004 through 2007. Data kindly provided by Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention ArboNET surveillance group.

Figure 5. Google Trends output for Web search queries for the term “West Nile virus” in the United States from January 2004 to March 2009.

like symptoms termed “West Nile fever,” characterized by fever,

headache, malaise, myalgia, fatigue, skin rash, lymphadenop-

athy, vomiting, and diarrhea [18]. When the central nervous

system is affected, clinical syndromes ranging from febrile head-

aches to aseptic meningitis and encephalitis occur [19].

GT data show good correlation to CDC surveillance data for

WNV. The search volume index graph for WNV shows a cyclical

pattern, with peaks in August each year from 2004 through 2008,

which correspond well with peaks in the number of actual cases

reported to the CDC (Figure 5). Figure 6 shows the search volume

index graph of symptoms of West Nile fever, including fever,

headache, fatigue, rash, and eye pain. Of note, rash has seasonal

patterns that correspond well to the peaks in the number of

WNV cases. Increases in search volume for rash, which may be

a good proxy for WNV, start to increase in May, just before the

increases in cases seen in June each year in the CDC data. Also

of note, the top-ranked US cities on GT are in states with the

highest burden of actual cases, according to CDC surveillance

data for WNV [20].

Respiratory syncytial virus. There are yearly outbreaks of
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Figure 6. Google Trends output for Web search queries for symptoms of West Nile fever in the United States from January 2004 to March 2009.
The search volume for “rash” is the denominator used for comparison with the search volumes for the other symptoms.

Figure 7. Google trends output for Web search queries for the term “RSV” (respiratory syncytial virus) in the United States from January 2004 to
March 2009.

respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) in the United States that usu-

ally last 3–4 months during the fall, winter, and/or spring

months [21]. The search volume index graph for the term

“RSV” in the United States (Figure 7) shows spikes in search

volume that correspond well to established seasonal patterns

of RSV outbreaks in the United States [22, 23].

Avian influenza. Avian influenza, or “bird flu,” refers to

influenza A viruses passed from birds to humans. The majority

of cases have resulted from contact with infected poultry, such

as domestic chickens, ducks, and turkeys [24, 25]. Human-to-

human transmission has been reported but is very rare. The

symptoms of avian influenza depend on which virus caused the
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Figure 8. Google trends output for Web search queries for the term “bird flu” worldwide from January 2004 to March 2009.

infection. Symptoms depend on the infecting virus strain and

range from typical influenza-like symptoms (eg, fever, headache,

cough, sore throat, and myalgias) to eye infections, pneumonia,

acute respiratory distress, and other severe and life-threatening

complications [24]. Search volume index graphs for the term

“(bird flu)” worldwide and in the United States are shown in

Figures 8 and 9, respectively. The worldwide search volume index

graph indicates an outbreak of avian influenza between 2005 and

2006, which spread from China to Turkey. The US search volume

index graph shows a similar spike; however, there were no re-

ported outbreaks of avian influenza in the United States in 2005

and 2006 [26]. The US spike is probably a reaction to media

reports of an outbreak in Asia.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

GT is in the early phases of development, and its data “may

contain inaccuracies for a number of reasons, including data

sampling issues and approximation methods used to compute

the results” [12]. Currently, GT search criteria are not stan-

dardized. Users may enter symptoms differently, depending on

their level of education and their cultural and language back-

grounds. For example, users may enter fever, pyrexia, chills,

and rigors for the same symptom. Detailed analyses are re-

quired to find search query proxies that correlate well with

specific diseases. The WNV example mentioned above shows

that a Web search proxy may be used to track disease, but a

rigorous statistical analysis is needed to verify this. These que-

ries can be standardized by grouping search queries into syn-

dromes. Syndromic surveillance has been established using the

chief presenting complaints in emergency departments and

medical records, with good success [9, 13, 18–28]. Clinicians

can increase vigilance when spikes in search volume for syn-

dromes increase. The creation of specialized tools for diseases

or syndromic surveillance systems, however, may not be pos-

sible, for several reasons: diseases with low prevalences may not

generate enough search volume, endemic diseases may have

subtle changes from baselines levels that do not add value to

traditional surveillance systems, and the time and resources for

development of dedicated tools are likely to be limited.

To be most effective, GT requires large populations of Web

search users, which means that GT is currently better suited to

tracking disease activity in developed countries. Furthermore,

GT is available only in a limited number of languages and re-

gion-specific versions.

In the examples of WNV and RSV given above, the data show

good correlation to seasonal spikes in disease activity. This shows

that GT may be able to signal disease activity while being con-

strained to 5 search variables. A rigorous analysis is needed to

validate the search data against actual disease reports. We were

unsuccessful in our attempts to contact Google for raw data

to conduct such an analysis.

The example of “bird flu” showed spikes in search volume in

regions where there were no actual cases of disease. This em-

phasizes the need for GT data to be used in conjunction with

surveillance data from traditional modalities. A detailed analysis
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Figure 9. Google trends output for Web search queries for the term “bird flu” in the United States from January 2004 to March 2009.

is required to assess the statistical methods that would account

for this phenomenon. With globalization and jet-powered air-

plane travel, spikes in search volume serve to increase vigilance

for diseases that can spread between countries rapidly, such as

severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) and swine influenza.

SARS, a coronaviral respiratory illness, likely originated in main-

land China and spread to Hong Kong, Vietnam, Singapore, Can-

ada, Germany, and beyond, in just a few days. From November

2002 to July 2003, 18098 probable SARS cases with 1774 deaths

were reported in 26 countries [29]. An epidemic of swine influ-

enza A (H1N1) recently started in Mexico, with 26 laboratory-

confirmed cases and 7 confirmed deaths in the first week of the

epidemic. Within 1 week, there were confirmed cases in Canada,

New Zealand, the United Kingdom, Israel, and Spain, causing

the World Health Organization to raise its influenza pandemic

alert from phase 3 to phase 4 [30]. Of note, there has been a

large spike in the search volume for “(swine flu)” on GT that

started on 23 April 2009 and, as of 29 April 2009, the 7 countries

with the highest number of searches were the United States, New

Zealand, Canada, Singapore, the United Kingdom, Australia, and

Mexico.

GT is an exciting tool with enormous potential, as shown

by Google Flu Trends. It is a convenient, easy, and accessible

source of search data. In its current stage of development, GT

can be used in conjunction with traditional surveillance systems

to improve the efficacy of disease surveillance. Google Flu

Trends has detected influenza outbreaks 7–10 days before the

traditional surveillance systems used by the CDC. GT also has

this potential, as shown by the examples of WNV and RSV.

Experts in their respective fields should work with Google to

build a specialized tool for infectious diseases that are amena-

ble to this type of surveillance.

Still in its early phases of development, GT data may contain

inaccuracies, which Google is working to resolve. Research is

needed to find suitable Web search query proxies that correlate

well to actual cases of diseases of interest. These proxies then can

be used to establish specialized tools for infectious diseases, us-

ing Google Flu Trends as a blueprint, or to setup syndromic

surveillance of Web search queries. Also, there are privacy is-

sues involved in using Google Web search data. Google stores

and uses data from personal Web searches for public research,

often without the consent and knowledge of Internet users. In

some cases, Google search data may be traced to individuals if

they are signed into their accounts when they conduct online

searches. Google assures users that personal search data remain

safe and private.

In conclusion, GT is currently better suited to track epidem-

ics, diseases with high prevalences, and diseases in developed

countries than other types of diseases, because it requires large

populations of Web search users to be most effective. However,

the world is changing, and society is becoming more dependent

on the Internet, thus providing a wealth of information that

reflects the “collective intelligence” of populations. Google Flu

Trends, and possibly GT, make it possible to track infectious

disease activity faster than by traditional surveillance systems.

This unique and innovative technology takes us one step closer

to true real-time outbreak surveillance.
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